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Refractivity Measurements on Canada Balsam by 
In terferometry 

James B. Saunders 

The index of refraction of three difterent samples of Canada balsam, each obtained 
from a different source, was measu red fo r thirteen spectral lines in the visible range by 
means of the Fabry-Perot interferometer. This instrumcnt permits absolute measurement.s 
when thc method of coincidence (or method of exact fractions) is applied to fringes produced 
in thin film s of the material being tested. High accuracy may be obtained by applying the 
method to fringes produced in film s of successively increasing thickness. 

1. Introduction 

The increasing requirements for precision optical 
tools have expanded th e need for more precise 
measurements on the refractive index of optical 
cements. The au thor was faced with this problem 
in th e design of a "Kosters interferomeLer" / in 
which a film of opLical cement appears in one of the 
compon ent light beams. If whi te ligh t is to be used, 
as was desired, the film of cement should be com
pensated fo1'. This is easily effected if the two 
prisms, required for this instrument are made of 
glass that has opLical properties similar Lo the cement 
used to bind them together . In ord er to select a 
suitable glass-cemen L combination it is necessary 
that the opLical properties be sufficien Lly well known. 

The basic principle used for Lhese mea ul'emenLs 
is the determination of optical and geometrical 
thicknesses of a nearly parallel film by interference 
of light. This method of m easuring refractive 
indices was selected because of its convenience and 
applicability to th e measurements of indices for the 
many s pectral lines desired. It is sui table for all 
transparent liquids as well as oLher rna terials that 
may be mold ed in to optical films 01' wedges. Fair 
accuracy is obtainable on thin films, such as thos(' 
usually used for cementing optical elements, and 
increasing accuracy is obtainable with films of 
increasing thickness. Several spectral lines are 
used for applying the " method of coincidence'? 
and values are obtained for each of the lines used. 
An accuracy of five in the four th decimal place of 
index is obtainable wi th a single-specimen assembly, 
forming a film 0.1 mm thick, if the sa mple is com
pletely unknown. An increase over the above
mentioned accuracy, by a factor of one hundred , is 
obtainable with a second specimen, if a most favor
able choice of fi lm thiclmess is made and tempera
tures are sufficiently well-controlled. The prepara
tion of a sample that is completely unknown differs 
somewhat from that of a sample known to an 
accuracy of one or bet t er in the second decimal 
place of index. If an accuracy exceeding five in the 
fourth decimal place is desired on an unknown 

I WcrkstatLs 'l'echnik und lVerksleiLer 23, 23 (1938) . 
2 A. Perot and Chas. Fabry , MHhodcs interfereutielles pour la mesure des 

grandes epaisseurs et la comparison des longuors d'onde, Ann . chilll . et pbys. 16, 
289 (1899). 
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sample, two or more sprcimens are mounted con
currently to insure homogeneity of index from one 
specimen to the other. The ult imate accuracy 
obLainable by this method is limited chiefly by 
temperature control, variations in index among the 
sever al assembled specimens, and the accuracy of 
the wavelength of the light used. TemperaLure 
appears to be the dominant factor. 

2. Method of Test 

2 .1 . Tempera ture Considerations 

A change of 1 deg C in the tempera Lure of Canada 
balsam produces a change of from 2 Lo 5 (depending 
upon wavelength ) in the fourt h decimal place of re
fractive index. The t emperatures of th e pecimen 
varied beLween 26° and 28° C, buL were measured 
to better than 0.1 deg C and the results corrected 
to 27 ° C. T emperature coefficients, sufFlciently ac
cmate for applying the method of coincidence, were 
obtained for a few spectral lines by observing the 
changes in orders of interference for measured tem
perature chan ges. The coefficients used in compu t
ing the final results, however , were values resu lLing 
from a statistical analysis of all the data. 

2 .2. Mounting of Specimens 

Specimens of three samples of Canada balsam 
were cooked to a consistency considered proper for 
use by an experienced optical worker. As an accu
racy of one in the fourth decimal place was consid
ered adequate, two specimens of each of th e three 
samples were mounted as follows: Two rectangular 
plates of glass (see fig . l ,A), approximately 2 by 7 
in. , with good optical surfaces, were each coated on 
one side with a partially transmitting, high-reflecting 
coat of aluminum. Samples from each of the three 
cements 'were drawn to long thin threads and placed 
parallel to each other on one of th e coated surfaces 
and parallel to the long sid es. Two spacers, shown 
in figure l ,A, that are approximately 0.1 mm thiek 
and equal to within 0.001 mm, were also placed on 
this surface, and the second coated smface was 
placed on the three pecimen. This combination 
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FI GUH E l. ! Schematic representation of i ntelj erometer plates. 

,... A represents the assembly of the two 2- by 7·ia . FabrY-Perot interferometer 
p lates forming a wedge, with t he two spacers, 81 and S2, controlling the angle. 
'rhe three specimen s conform to the wedge angle. '1'he thichen Gss of the wedge 
approximates zero at one end of the p lates and t he thiclmess of the two equal 
spacers at the other ; B is a vertical section t hrough A; C is similar to assemhly 
A . except that three spacers are used to fo rm a thicker and nearly parallel film 
with a specific direction for the refracting edge of the wedge; D is a vertical section 
t hrough C. 

was th en placed in an oven and heated to a tempera
t ure at which the cement softens and fuses to the 
aluminized surfaces. A rigid body weighing several 
ounces was h eated with the plates. This weight was 
t hen placed on the top plate to press the cement 
threads into narrow ribbons th at became quite thin 
at one end and approximately to the thickness of 
the two spacers at the other end. 

A second set of specimens, one from each of the 
three samples of cement, was drawn to threads 
larger th an those of the set shown in figure 1,A, and 
placed parallel to each oth er on circular fla i:. plates, 
each of which was also coated with a partially trans
mitting film of aluminum. The circular plates were 
1 in . in diameter. Three spacers are placed on this 
film , as shown in figure 1,0. The relative thicknesses 
of th ese spacers were previously adjusted by grinding 
to produce a most favorable wedge (approximately 
three fringes of green ligh t) for reading the interfer
ence fringes when they serve as spacers between the 
two Fabry-Perot in terferometer plates . The thick
ness of these spacers was approximately 0.3 mm. In 
order to apply the method of exact fractions the 
approximate thiclmess at th e reference point is meas-
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ured to within 0 .01 mm. This can be ob tained with 
a good micrometer. A second pla te, similar to th e 
one on which t hese last specimens were mounted, 
was then placed on the specimens and the assembly 
placed in th e furnace , along with the previously de
scribed assembly. These specimens are also pressed 
into ribbons by means of a weight on th e top plate . 
The thickness of these ribbons of Canada balsam 
will approximate that of the three spacers. If the 
relative thicknesses of these spacers are properly ad
justed , th e fringes of interference, formed by ligh t 
reflected from the highly reflecting surfaces when 
the plates are assembled in to a Fabry-Perot in terfer
ometer, will be nearly normal to th e ribbons. This 
orientation is most favorable for reading the orders 
of interference. A small wedge between the r efl ec t
ing surfaces, producing approximately five fringes, 
is also quite favorable to reading the orders of inter
ference. With these most favorably orientated and 
spaced Fabry-Perot frin ges, the fractional orders of 
interference of t h e several specLrallines can be meas
ured to one-hundredth . For a thiclmess of 0.3 mm 
t.his corr esponds to approximately one in the fifth 
decimal place of index. An error of 0.01 111m in th e 
observed order of interference is, therefore, negligible. 
'When the two assemblies are cooled to ambien t tem
peratures the cement binds the plates together for 
convenience of handling. 

2 .3 . Reading of Fringes 

The rectangular-plate assembly was mounted 
vertically, with the specimen ribbons running hori
zontally, on a small adjustable bench milling-machine 
base. A collimated beam of ligh t , from a mono
chromator and line source, was proj ected normally 
through the surfaces. The ligh t was received with 
a low-power, short-focus telescope th at was focused 
on th e ribbon :films. Multiple-beam-reflection inter
ference fringes were observed in each of the specimens 
and also in the spaces between them . For purpose 
of discussion th e fringes seen between and outside 
the area of the specimens will be called " air fringes, " 
and t hose inside the area of the specimens, "specimen 
fringes." 

The milling-machine base permits measurable 
movemen ts of the plate in the focal plane of th e 
telesco pe. Thus, a panoramic view of the whole 
plate is observable in the telescope, and the microm
eter permits accurate measurements to be made on 
the fractional orders of interference. 

The orders of interference of air fringes for all 
wavelengths of ligh t used were determined at P b 

where the separation of the plates is ell , by means of 
the method of coincidence. This is an easy and 
positive test because ell is known to be very small. 
'Vith all orders of interference known at PI, th e 
orders of in terference are determined at P2 by count
ing the number of fringes between these two points 
and adding th em to the order values at PI. The 
narrowness of the samples, with the fringes nearly 
normal to their lengths, permits a determination of 
the orders of the air fringes in terpolated to points 
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P/ and P2' , although these points arc in Lhe region 
of the specimen fringes. If the reflecting surfaees 
are plane (resulting in straight fringes), th e order of 
interference, at a point in the wedge that is adjacent 
to but ou tside the area of the fringes, may be accu
rately measured with a moveable reticule in thc cye 
piece of the viewing instrument.3 

The number of specimen fringes between points 
PI' and P 2' is obtained by coun ting as the plates are 
moved, with the adjustable support, so as to cause 
P 2 ' to move into the position of PI '. The ratio of 
the number of sp ecimen fringes to the number of air 
fringes between PI' and P2' is the refractive index of 
the specimen relati ve to air. This ratio is also equal 
to the corresponding rat ios of orders of interference 
at any poin t. As Lhe order is low at PI (1 0 to 20 in 
the ease of thi s test), the computed order for the 
specimen fringes at P/ will give Lhe inLegral part of 
the order number to absolu Le accuracy, ancl the 
fractional par t is obsel"ncl eli rec tly. The order at 
P/ plus the number of frin ges beLween Pt' and P2' 

is th e absoluLe order aL P2'. The raLio of orders of 
specimen and ail' fringcs aL P2' is the acccpted value 
for the refracLive index of the specimen obtain able 
with this assembly. 

By using LlH' above pmeedure, lhe refracLive index 
is obtained for all spectral lines used . A similar 
t reatment also permits measuremenLs for Lhe other 
two specimens. The order number of the air fringes 
at P2' was approximately 400 (>' = 0. 5 ).I. ), and Lhe 
fraction is known lo one-Len th , even though Lh ese 
narmw fringes arc unfavorable for best precision. 
This, however, corresponds to a precision of abol! t 
four in the fOUL"th decimal place of rcJractivc index. 

The accuracy of index values, determined by this 
method and assuming constant temperature control, 
depend s upon the t hickn ess of thc specimen and the 
accuracy with which thc fractional parts of the orders 
can be determined . The second set of specimens, 
assembled co ncllrrently with the set discussed abo ve 
and shown in fig ure 1, C, permi t an increased accu
racy of the m easured indices. The rectangular 
plates are r eplaced by the circular plates on the 
adj ustable base, and the order numbers for the air 
fringes are determined at some chosen point, P 3 , by 
means of the method of exact fractions. The thick
ness of the air film at P3 is approximately t hree 
t imes tha t at P2 , consequently the computed orders 
for the speeimen fringes at P3' , using the results 
obtained at P2 ' , will be in error by not more than 
three-tenths of a uuit. The integral part is, there
fore , determined with absolute certainty . As the 
fringes arc very narrow relative to their spacing and 
as a most favorable spacing was chosen , the errors 
in the fractional parts are believed to be less than 
one-hundredth of a unit. The order number at 
P3' was approximately 1,200 (>' = 0.5 ).I.). Co nse
quently, errors in the refraetive indices, resulting 
from the order determinations, are negligible com
pared to those resulting from temperature. 

3 J. B . Sauad ers, J. R csearch ~ns 23, 182 (1939) RP1 22i. 
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3. Results 

Tlu'ee different samples of Canada balsam, each 
obtained from different places, were meas ured for 
13 visible spectral lines, distribu ted as uniformly as 
available so urces permitted. Sample 1 had been 
bleached for a prolonged period by continuoLl s out
door exposure over a period of approximately 2 
years in direct sunlight and was almost free from 
color . Sample 2 was ligh t yellow and is believed to 
have been chemically bleached. Sample 3 was dark 
brown and unbleached. All three were in liquid 
form. 
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FIGURE 2 . GTaphical representation of rewZls. 
The ell n 'CS rcprcscnt the rcfraetivc indcx of three sa mples of Canada balsam. 

'rhc circles repres~n t discrete values fo r an available optical glass, chosen as 
most similar to that of specimen J. 

The three curves in figure 2 r epresen t the most 
probable index values, corrected to 27° C. The 
values for these curves were computed from an 
equation relating index: to wavelength and t empera
ture. The parameters were evaluated statistically. 
The compu ted dispersions (/L-values) for samples 
1, 2, and 3 are 43.5 , 41.1, and 42.4, r espec tively. 
The circles in figure 2 represen t ind ex values for an 
available optical glass. Except for short wave
lengths, specimen 1 is seen to be quite adequate for 
the construction of a K6sters interferometer prism 
from the glass represen ted. 

W ASHINGTON, July 15 , 1954. 
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